
Our client is a specialty container 
glass manufacturer based in North 
America producing highly specialised 
premium bottles for multinational Spirit 
manufacturers.

CHALLENGE   
Our client specialty furnace is close to the end of its useful life and requires a major furnace rebuild. It was critical to our client 
to be able to safely extend their furnace campaign whilst ensuring quality, production output and profitability is maximised.

SOLUTION   
OAS utilised one of our North America based furnace operations experts - with over 40+ years of experience - to 
work in conjunction with our client’s team. Combining the information from the client and their external suppliers OAS 
performed an in-depth assessment of the furnace condition, reports, hot spots, and refractory wear points. Armed with 
this information OAS created and implemented an operational plan to monitor and control the furnace safely, whilst 
exceeding our clients’ operational objectives.

To support the furnace campaign extension, the OAS furnace operations expert attends the site every month to perform 
routine checks of the furnace condition, operating data, and glass leak response preparedness to ensure the furnace 
life is being safely maximised. This on-site support is complimented with an off-site review and key items identified from 
the weekly furnace reports.

Additional guidance, training and updating of the glass leak emergency response procedures and equipment provided 
a highly effective response plan for all plant operations team. 

CONTACT US
Email:  admin@opadso.com 
Website:  www.opadso.com

CAMPAIGN EXTENSION CASE STUDY

OUTCOME   
Our client’s furnace has continued to operate safely, whilst maintaining quality, production output and profitability far 
exceeding the original expected campaign life. With the ongoing on-site monthly support the added advantage of improved 
capabilities, our client has gained world class knowledge in furnace operations and practices to extend furnace campaign.
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OAS DIFFERENTIATION   
OAS not only provides technical expertise that was gained and continues to operate across five continents, but 
Technical Leaders.  OAS understands and drives a cross-functional teamwork approach.  Our team excels 
at connecting with shop floor employees, plant leadership and senior managers to get the best out of the 
interconnection among People, Process, & Equipment that delivers results.
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